Oh, the Places You’ll Go!

Dr. Yaw Anokwa
YAW ANOKWA
in CITIZENS OF HUMANITY JEANS
Learned to tinker in Ghana
Discovered computers at nine
Turned mistakes into money
Moved news from print to web
Helped fighter jets be more accurate
Invented gadgets
Moved back to Africa
Lived in rural Africa
How can I help a farmer feed his family?
How can I help protect a fisherman’s waters?
How do I help kids learn more?
How can I help the poor stay healthy?
How can I help in a place like this?
Can phones and the Internet help?
How can I help the poor stay healthy?
Many sick patients and very few trained doctors
Care is inefficient because of all the paper in use
ODK replaces paper with phones. It’s free. It’s open source.

1. Build form
2. Collect data
3. Aggregate results
ODK is used to document patient visits electronically.
ODK helps doctors provide faster and better care
ODK now used to serve millions of people globally
Grameen Foundation uses ODK for agricultural extension
Carter Center uses ODK to monitor elections
Jane Goodall Institute uses ODK for forest monitoring
Finished 24th grade last year
Oh, the Places You'll Go!

Any questions?
THE HIGHEST SPOT IN THAILAND
2,565.3341 Meters Above Mean Sea Level